
An urban legend has Amos Tversky, the late co-
founder (along with Daniel Kahneman) of behav-
ioral economics, asking a computer scientist what 
he was working on. The computer man responded, 
“I study artificial intelligence.” Tversky, a noto-
rious smart aleck, responded, “I study natural stu-
pidity.” 

Steven Pinker has studied natural stupidity more 
carefully than almost any other living writer. 
Trained as a cognitive psychologist and linguist, 
Pinker’s books on human behavior include How the 
Mind Works, The Blank Slate, and The Stuff of 
Thought. Pinker became one of the world’s fore-
most public intellectuals with his book on the 
decline of violence over time, The Better Angels of 
Our Nature, and its sequel, Enlightenment Now, 
which I reviewed here.   

Why we need to learn how to think 
Pinker goes back to basics with Rationality, a 
beautifully written book on how to think. Why do 
we need to be taught how to think? Our brains 
evolved under conditions very different from those 
we face now, so that our instincts that promoted 
survival under those conditions may harm us today. 
We mix up logic with emotion, data with informa-
tion, and information with wisdom.  

Rationality is a step-by-step guide to unmixing 
these and using hard-headed logic to arrive at use-
ful conclusions.  

Readers with a business or economic education 
will find the material in Rationality familiar and a 
bit elementary. However, Pinker has an unusual 
gift for clarity of expression and effectively draws 
in readers who think they know this stuff already. 
He takes the reader through the building blocks of 

rational thought: logic and the perils of logical fal-
lacies, probability, Bayesian inference, risk and 
utility, signal detection and statistical decision 
theory, game theory, correlation and causation, and 
behavioral and cognitive biases. That’s the outline 
of the book, which I enthusiastically recommend. 

It’s not possible to go over all this material — basi-
cally, a college-level course in how to think 
rationally — in a book review, so I’ll focus on three 
chapters of particular interest to investors: (1) 
Bayesian inference; (2) risk and utility (briefly); 
and (3) signal detection and statistical decision 
theory (that’s how we pick managers). The other 
topics are very important, but most of them, espe-
cially correlation/causation and behavioral biases, 
have been covered in other literature familiar to 
well-read investors.  

Bayes’ wonderful theorem 
Scott Alexander, pseudonymous author of the 
mega-popular intellectual blog Astral Codex Ten, 
posted the following recently:1 

Huh? 

Those familiar with Jewish texts will recognize the 
second expression immediately: Rabbi Hillel of 
Babylon, asked by an onlooker to explain the Torah 
while standing on one foot, said “What is hateful to 
thee, do not do unto thy neighbor… The rest is 
commentary.”  

1Formerly Slate Star Codex. http://astralcodexten.sub-
stack.com. Alexander is part of the “rationality commu-
nity”; Pinker is on the fringes of it (as am I). 
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The first, more challenging expression is Bayes’ 
theorem, which provides a formula for blending 
one’s prior beliefs about the likelihood of a phe-
nomenon, P(A), with!experimental evidence!(B),!to 
produce a “posterior belief”!about A given B.! The 
posterior, P(A|B),!blends that experimental 
evidence with the prior to arrive at the best esti-
mate of the likelihood of that phenomenon!given 
both sets of information (the prior and the experi-
ment).! 
 
Alexander is implying that the theorem is the most 
important lesson you will ever need. I’m not sure 
about that, but it’s one of the most important. 
 
Developed by the Reverend Thomas Bayes (1702-
1761), and separately by Pierre-Simon Laplace 
(1749-1827), Bayesian inference is one of the most 
useful concepts in statistics and in human thought. 
It is also one of the most confusing. Yet, without 
Bayesian inference, our thinking about the likeli-
hood of events will be muddled and wrong. Steven 
Pinker gives Bayesian inference a central place in 
his instruction manual for your brain.  
 
The most confusing part of Bayesian inference is 
why one’s prior beliefs should have any weight at 
all. Suppose I believe the moon is made of green 
cheese. Or that flying as a passenger in a commer-
cial airplane is more dangerous than piloting a 
hang glider. Or that bitcoin is going to $1 million. 
 
That’s not what prior belief (or “Bayesian prior”) 
means — although students of statistics can be for-
given for making that mistake, because part of the 
mystery surrounding Bayes’ work is his fault. He 
never wrote up his research, and what remains of it 
is found in a nightmarish mathematical paper 
about Bayes, written by one Richard Price in 
1763.2  
 
What a Bayesian “prior” means in modern practice 
is prior knowledge, the probability you would 
assign to an event before that event occurs. That 
probability, P(A) in the above expression, is the 
“base rate” or likelihood that events of that general 
kind will occur. This is best taught by example. 
 

(A full explanation of the Bayes theorem is too 
lengthy to include here; read Pinker’s book or 
check out the Bayes theorem and Bayesian infer-
ence Wikipedia entries.) Here is an example, simi-
lar to Pinker’s but simpler, from the University of 
Chicago professor Thomas Coleman:3   
! 

Consider breast cancer, which is rel-
atively rare in the general [female] pop-
ulation (say, 5 in 1,000). Thus, the prior 
probability that a woman has breast 
cancer, given no symptoms and no family 
history, is only about 0.5%. Now consider 
the woman undergoing a mammogram, 
which is roughly 95% accurate (in the 
sense that the test falsely reports a posi
tive result about 5 percent of the time).  

 
What is the chance that, if a patient has a 
positive mammogram result, she actually 
has breast cancer? The temptation is to 
say 95% because the test is 95% accu-
rate, but that [is wrong] ... Out of a pool of 
1,000 test-takers, roughly 5 (5 in 1,000) 
will actually have cancer and roughly 50 
will receive false positives (5% false-posi
tive rate, 5 in 100, or 50 in 
1,000). That is, there will be roughly 55 
positive test results, but only 5 will be 
true positives. This means the probability 
of truly having cancer given a positive test 
result is roughly 5 in 55, or 9% — not 95 
in 100 or 95%. 

 
Pinker comments, 
 

The most popular answer from a sample of 
doctors given [similar] numbers ranged 
from 80% to 90%. Bayes’ rule allows you 
to calculate the correct answer: 9%. 
That’s right, the professionals with whom 
we entrust our lives flub the basic task of 
interpreting a medical test, and not by a 
little bit.  

 
Bayes’ theorem is a good place to start learning 
about how to think rationally. It could be a matter 
of life or death. And “what is the base rate?” is a 
good question to ask in any situation requiring 
forecasts and estimation of probability.  
 
Risk and utility 
Pinker explains risk and reward, not in relation to 

2 Price, Richard. 1763. “An Essay towards solving a 
Problem in the Doctrine of Chance. By the late Rev. Mr. 
Bayes, communicated by Mr. Price, in a letter to John 
Canton, A. M. F. R. S.” Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society of London. 53: 370–418. For a full history 
of Bayes’ theorem, including Laplace’s contribution, see 
the delightful blog post by ‘lukeprog’ at https://www.less-
wrong.com/posts/RTt59BtFLqQbsSiqd/a-history-of-
bayes-theorem.

3 Coleman, Thomas S. 2011. A Practical Guide to Risk 
Management. Charlottesville, VA: CFA Institute 
Research Foundation. Page 42.  
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investing, but in terms of gambling and other 
choices. This is probably a good decision given 
that his primary audience consists of general 
readers with no special investment knowledge; 
investing is packed with other confounding vari-
ables, making the risk-reward relationship in our 
field counterintuitive. (“I want investments with 
low risk and high reward!”4)  
 
Moreover, investment advisors and other profes-
sionals who need a tutorial on the basics of risk 
and reward should find another occupation.  
 
But there is a gem in the otherwise humdrum risk-
return chapter. For investors and (especially) econ-
omists, the most fun part of the chapter is Pinker’s 
treatment of the silly charge that economists 
believe people are robotic utility maximizers who 
engage in coldhearted calculations before making 
decisions: 
 

Some theories are unlovable. No one has 
much affection for the laws of thermody-
namics… [because they rule out] a per-
petual-motion machine. Ever since 
Darwin proposed the theory of natural 
selection, creationists have choked on the 
implication that humans descended from 
apes…  

 
One of the most hated theories of our time 
is rational choice…[or] Homo economicus    
… What exactly is this mean-spirited 
theory? It says that when faced with a 
risky decision, rational actors ought to 
choose the option that maximizes their 
“expected utility” … People interpret it 
as claiming that humans are, or should 
be, selfish psychopaths. 

 
Fortunately, Pinker doesn’t believe for a moment 
that expected-utility theory is mean-spirited, or 
that people are or should be selfish monsters. He’s 
raising a straw-man argument to show how silly the 
charge really is.  
 
I do not find these theories unlovable at all. 
Theories like these are what allows us to make 

sense of the universe. I never expected to create 
energy out of nothing and was not disappointed to 
find out we couldn’t. I am proud of my pithecine 
and simian cousins. Evolution is one of the most 
beautiful theories ever imagined.  
 
Pinker’s demolition of the straw man teaches one of 
the most important lessons in how to think. The 
lesson is in understanding the role of a theory. 
Economists (with a few exceptions) do not believe, 
any more than Pinker does, that people should 
make cold-hearted calculations before making any 
decision. Instead, they believe that economic 
choices can be analyzed as if people were utility-
maximization machines. There is a big difference. 
 
“As if” is the key here and is part of every econ-
omist’s vocabulary. In the social sciences, a theory, 
such as utility theory, is supposed to be a stylized 
or simplified model of reality — not a full descrip-
tion of it. A full description of the conditions under 
which people make economic decisions would 
involve understanding the neural architecture of our 
brains, the influence of evolution and experience on 
our animal natures and, even more fundamentally, 
the actions of the chemicals in our bodies.  
 
Economics does not try to do all that. What eco-
nomics does is to momentarily pretend that the 
world is simpler than it is, to make analysis pos-
sible. That is one reason the analysis is not always 
correct, but without the “as if” assumption there 
would be no analysis at all.  
 
Statistical decision theory: Signal versus noise 
Statistical decision theory sounds very complex 
and geeky, something only an engineer would love. 
But it’s just Pinker’s moniker for statistical signifi-
cance and how it captures “real” (in this case, eco-
nomic) significance. Pinker adds the phrase “sig-
nal detection” to his chapter title because statisti-
cal decision theory is what enables us to distin-
guish signal from noise.  
 
This issue is at the heart of manager selection, 
the principal activity of many investment advi-
sors. It helps us answer this question: “How con-
fident can we be that manager A, having beaten 
manager B by x% over such-and-such a period, is 
really the better manager — rather than just 
lucky over that past time span?” (Manager B can 
be the benchmark, or an index fund.) The excess 
return that we can attribute to skill and not luck 
is the signal and is the part of the return that we 
can reasonably expect to persist in the future 
(although even that will fade over time). The rest 

4 There is a thread of semi-respectable thinking in the 
investment field, associated with the late Robert Haugen, 
that says investments with low risk and high expected 
reward exist. (Obviously there are investments with low 
risk and high realized reward; we just don’t know which 
ones these will be.) See Haugen, Robert A. 1999. The 
New Finance: The Case Against Efficient Markets (2nd 
Edition). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
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of the return variation is noise.   
 
As this preamble suggests, statistical significance 
is harder to interpret than most people think: 
Distinguishing signal from noise is challenging. 
For example, if a manager has an alpha (measured 
over some past period) with a T-statistic greater 
than 2, an investor may feel “confident,” based on 
the use of the term confidence interval to describe 
the error bars around an estimate, that the manager 
is adding value.  
 
Note the tense of the expression, “adding,” imply-
ing continuation of the past into the future. With 
this T-stat, an investor is likely to conclude that the 
manager is a good choice for beating his or her 
benchmark in the future. After all, the evidence is 
that, in the one “run” of the past that we have 
available to study, the manager did beat the bench-
mark with 100% certainty.  
 
But that one run of the past will not occur again. In 
the future, which is what we’re concerned about, 
what is the probability that the manager with a T-
stat of 2 will beat the benchmark again? 
 
Naively, if the run in the future were drawn from the 
exact same distribution as the past period that we 
examined, the answer would be about 95%, based 
on our understanding of statistical significance and 
T-stats. But we don’t know what distribution the 
future run will be drawn from. There is an infinity of 
possible distributions that could have produced the 
one run that happened, and only one of those — and 
we cannot know which one — did. And that 
unknowable run is the one that will produce the next 
run, in the future when our money will be at work.  
 
Past performance is not as good an indicator of 
future performance as the naïve interpretation of 
statistical significance might suggest. No wonder so 
many people buy index funds! 
 
How common is “statistically significant” alpha? 
In a study I did with my friends Ken Kroner and 
Scott Clifford at Barclays Global Investors,5 we 
found that, over 1980-2000, only 10 out of 494 
managers (in all asset classes) had alpha T-stats 
greater than 2. Only 224, fewer than half, had posi-
tive alphas at all! So, although the very best active 

managers produced results far in excess of what 
could be explained by random variation, “statisti-
cally significant” active management alpha is rare 
in the long run. You needed to have special knowl-
edge of the manager’s people, philosophy, and pro-
cess — plus some plain old luck — to have a good 
chance of picking winning managers over that 
period, and presumably also today.  
 
Why progress is possible but not inevitable 
In Pinker’s other books, he has been enthusiastic 
about the possibility of progress — especially moral 
progress, something that most other progress advo-
cates avoid discussing. The Better Angels of Our 
Nature shows, mostly convincingly, that both state-
sponsored violence (war) and interpersonal violence 
(as revealed by murder statistics) have declined 
dramatically over the centuries when measured on a 
per capita basis. By this measure, even the 20th 
century “hemoclysm” (his coinage), consisting of 
World Wars I and II and the Chinese and Indian 
civil wars, is not much of an outlier; long-forgotten 
catastrophes such as the Chinese War of the Three 
Kingdoms (A.D. 184-280) were worse. 
 
In a later book, Enlightenment Now, Pinker attrib-
uted this decline in violence, as well as other ele-
ments of the improvement in living conditions over 
the centuries, to the intellectual European 
Enlightenment of the 1600s and 1700s. He asks us 
to embrace Enlightenment values, fearful that if we 
do not do so, we will be governed by the strong 
rather than the wise, and without the consent of the 
governed. Some current political trends around the 
world make this fear realistic. The liberal trium-
phalism of the late 20th century now seems like a 
dispatch from a lost world.  
 
As a result, while Pinker believes that progress — 
economic, environmental, moral, and so forth — is 
possible (after all, we got here), it is not guaran-
teed. When people abandon the rationality so care-
fully cultivated by civilized people from the 
ancient Greeks to the Italian humanists to the 
Enlightenment philosophers of whom Pinker is so 
fond, progress goes into reverse. And when things 
go wrong, they can go very wrong very quickly. 
Thus Pinker’s passion for teaching the elements of 
rationality in this book, something one might think 
is no longer needed — but it is.  
 
Why rationality matters 
Let’s pursue this line of thinking, key to Pinker’s 
philosophy, in a little more detail. The most impor-
tant chapter in his book is the closing one, “Why 
Rationality Matters.” Becoming rational can be 

5 Siegel, Laurence B., Kenneth!F.!Kroner, and Scott W. 
Clifford. 2001. “The greatest return stories ever told.” 
Journal of Investing!(Summer). Manager rankings by 
alpha T-statistic are not in the article but are in my back-
ground materials and may be obtained by E-mailing me. 
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viewed simply as an accumulation of skills, some-
thing that can be taught to any willing learner. Most 
of the readers of this review will have had some of 
this training.  
 
But what is so important about learning to be 
rational? Pinker argues that rationality is a push-
back against the chaos of an indifferent universe; 
we use our intellect to try to make order out of that 
chaos. And we do that partly to satisfy our curiosity 
about how the universe works, but more importantly 
to better our lives: to make progress. Pinker writes,  
 

Having documented [human progress in 
two of my previous books], I’m often asked 
whether I “believe in progress.” The 
answer is no. Like the humorist Fran 
Lebowitz, I don’t believe in anything you 
have to believe in. [Progress has occurred] 
not because of some force or…evolution-
ary law that lifts us ever upward. On the 
contrary, nature has no regard for our 
well-being, and often, as with pandemics 
and natural disasters, looks as if it’s trying 
to grind us down. “Progress” is shorthand 
for a set of pushbacks and victories wrung 
out of an unforgiving universe, and…
needs to be explained.  

 
“The explanation,” Pinker continues, “is rationality.” 
His take on how the process works is one of the 
most powerful closing statements in any book of 
this genre:  
 

When humans set themselves the goals of 
improving the welfare of their fellows…
and they apply their ingenuity in institutions
that pool it with others’, they occasionally
succeed. When they retain the successes 
and take note of the failures, the benefits 
can accumulate, and we call the [result] 
“progress.”6  

 
Here’s the recipe:  
 
 • Establish and maintain institutions that nurture 
applied ingenuity.  
 • Keep a record, not just of the successes but of 
the failures. 

  • Allow the benefits to accumulate — don’t cut 
them off with bad policies. 
 
Now, start cooking.  
 
Advice for investors and other readers  
Thinking rationally is a requirement for investors 
and advisors, who are constantly being thrown curve 
balls by the markets, other people, and their own 
biases and instincts. And it doesn’t come naturally! 
 
In Rationality, Steven Pinker presents a short but 
powerful total-immersion course in the elements of 
logical thinking. While some of the material is old 
hat to experienced investors, Rationality is an 
exceptionally well-written refresher. Gary Geipel in 
National Review wrote that Pinker’s chapters 
“might in different hands be impassable. Pinker 
makes them page-turners.”7 Read this book!

6 My emphasis. 
7https://www.nationalreview.com/magazine/2021/11/1
5/rationality-if-you-can-keep-it/     
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its mission. Our readers must be able to assume 
that we have no hidden agendas; that our facts 
are thoroughly researched and fairly presented 
and that when published our analyses and opin-
ions reflect our best judgments - and not the 
vested pocketbook interests of our sources, our 
colleagues, our clients or ourselves.  
WOWS’s mission is to provide our readers with 
thoroughly independent research, trenchant 
analysis and opinions that are as considered as 
they are provocative. We work tirelessly to fulfill 
that mission. That said, you must also consider 
that no one, and no organization is perfect, and 
be assured that our lawyers advise that we tell 
you so. So here it is, in plain language, not the 
usual lawyer-ese. 
All the material in this publication is based on 
data from sources that we have every reason to 
believe are accurate and reliable. But we can’t 
(nor can anyone else) guarantee it to be utterly 
accurate. And there’s always a chance, though we 
strive to avoid it, that we’ve missed something. 
So we make no claim that it is complete; the end-
all and be-all. Opinions and projections found in 
this report reflect either our opinion or that of 
our interviewees or guest authors (all of whom 
are clearly identified) as of the original inter-
view/publication date and are subject to change 
without notice. When an unaffiliated interviewee’s 
opinions and projections are reported, WOWS is 
relying on the accuracy and completeness of that 
individual/firm’s own research and research dis-
closures and assumes no liability for that 
research or those disclosures, beyond summariz-
ing their disclosures in an adjacent box.  
This report is the product of journalistic enter-
prise and research. It is NOT a sales tool. It is not 
intended to be - and should NOT be mistaken for - 
an offer to sell anything. It is NOT a solicitation 
for any sort of Investment or speculation. It 
should NOT form the basis for any decision to 
enter into any contract or to purchase any secu-
rity or financial product. It is entirely beyond the 
scope and, bluntly, competence of this publica-
tion to determine if any particular security is 
suitable for any specific subscriber. In other 
words, we don’t give investment advice. Don’t 
mistake anything you read in WOWS for invest-
ment advice. This publication does not provide 
sufficient information upon which to base an 
investment decision. WOWS does advise all 
readers to consult their brokers or other finan-
cial advisors or professionals as appropriate to 
verify pricing and all other information. WOWS, its 
affiliates, officers, owners and associates do not 
assume any liability for losses that may result if 
anyone, despite our warnings, relies on any infor-
mation, analysis, or opinions in the publication. 
And, of course, past performance of securities or 
any financial instruments is not indicative of 
future performance. Confidentiality and Trading 
Disclosure: All information gathered by WOWS 
staff or affiliates in connection with her/his job is 
strictly the property of WOWS It is never to be 
disclosed prior to publication to anyone outside 
of WOWS and is never to be used, prior to publi-
cation-and for two week thereafter-as the basis 
for any personal investment decision by staff, 
affiliates and/or members of their immediate 
households. All staff and affiliates of WOWS will 
avoid not only speculation but the appearance of 
speculation and may not engage in short-term 
trading, the short selling of securities, or the pur-
chase or sale of options, futures, or other deriva-
tives, including ETFs reliant on derivatives. Any 
equity or fixed-income investments entered into 
by WOWS staff or affiliates will be held for a mini-
mum of six months unless dispensation is 
received, under extraordinary circumstances, 
from WOWS’s legal counsel. Any pre-existing 
direct investment interest in any stock, mutual 
fund, ETF or partnership portfolio covered in an 
issue of WOWS will be specifically disclosed in 
that edition and that position will be frozen for at 
least a month. Internet disclosure: Electronic 
Communications Disclosure: The websites and 
WOWS’ electronic communications can, alas, fall 
prey of all manner of malicious activity. While 
WOWS takes reasonable and prudent steps to try 
to prevent its website, journals and communica-
tions from interception, corruption, infection, 
contamination and other electronic malefactors, 
there are even fewer guarantees in the realms of 
software and the web than in finance—where 
there are none. WOWS disclaims and cannot 
accept liability for any damages to computer sys-
tems as a result of downloading or opening con-
taminated versions its website, journals or com-
munications.
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